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Star Mine and Related Sites, by Phil Hendy, Part 1

Star and Shipham are well-known for their old calamine (zinc) mines, which were being worked
from the middle ages to the latter part of the 19th century.  Many shafts have been located by
cavers, and some are open today.

Since the rediscovery (by tractor) of the Cornish shaft at Star, just south of the A38, a lot of time
has been spent in examining known mines in the area and in discovering new (or at least
unrecorded) ones.  Exploration by club members during the summer of 2003 has led to further
discoveries in Star Shaft, and two hitherto unrecorded mines were entered and explored by the
author in August.  Two further mines behind the Star Inn have also been located, thanks to John
Ham.  The purpose of this article is to record these mines.  The first part covers mines recently
‘found’ by the Club, while Star Shaft and related sites will be dealt with in Part two.  In addition, a
table is appended giving NGRs of all sites currently known at Star.  For the purpose of this article,
the only sites recorded lie between Broadway and New Road, both leading into Shipham from the
A38, and Ham Mines.  Previously-recorded mines are described in articles by ACG and BEC
members, listed at the end, although complete descriptions will be found in Library File No. 02837.

Blind Pit (WCC) NGR 4404 5823
A choked shaft above Star Mine 1.  It is covered with branches and corrugated iron.
Vertical Range: 0.6m

Boot Mine (WCC) NGR 4404 5818
This mine is 4m west of Hazel Mine, and is in the same vein, together with the T-shaped Gruff.  It

was entered by the author on
2/8/03.  A 2m drop in a rift
leads via a low descending
crawl over leaf mould to the
top of a shaft choked with
boulders (now only about
0.5m deep).  Overhead there
is some unstable-looking
stonework blocking the
original entrance.  In this area
there is a number of 2.5cm
shotholes in the wall.  Beyond
the shaft is a shelf of broken
spar and mud, with a too-tight
rift leading off.  This rift is
divided vertically into two
sections by a choke.  The left
wall is mainly spar; the right is
limestone. The floor was

littered with rubbish, including a collection of antique footwear, hence the name.  Length: 6m,
Vertical Range: 4m.

Ham Mine 1 (WCC)        NGR 4399 5852
Two mines were located about 17 years ago, on the property of Mr. & Mrs. Ham at Laneside, the
cottage on the west side of the lane leading to Churchill, immediately east of the Star Inn on the
A38.  The mines were intercepted by the water board laying a new pipe in the road.  The mines
were then dug into from the property adjoining.  There is a bank of bedrock about 1m high on the
east side of the lane.
Mine 1 is in the cottage garden, against the roadside wall.  A concreted entrance covered with
wooden slats (installed by John Ham, WCC) leads to a shaft entrance.  A 9m ladder is required;
the shaft is not quite vertical, but there are steel bars cemented in (by John Ham) to help the
descent.
There is a choked upper gallery leading off halfway down the entrance shaft doubling back to the
west, and a further 6m drop leads into the lower gallery.
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Ham Mine 2 (WCC) NGR 4398 5850
This lies in a roadside paddock adjacent to a telegraph pole 22m SSW of Ham Mine 1.  It is
covered with a sheet of corrugated iron.  The entrance shaft drops into a passage running in both
directions on a north-east to south-west  bearing.
Between the two mines the water board uncovered another shaft under the road surface.  It has
not been explored, and is now capped. These mines may be accessible, with the permission of Mr.
& Mrs. Ham.

Hazel Mine (WCC) NGR 4403 5818
Approximately 140o (Mag.) from Holly Fissure and slightly higher a small shaft was located in July
2002 against a low rock face under a tree and partly obscured with low straggly holly.  It was
entered by the author on 2/8/03, when it was found that a 3m drop led into a rift, walled and partly
capped at the entrance.  A steep descent over leaf mould led via  a squeeze to a mud floor, with a
too-tight rift beyond, heading towards Boot Mine.  The grid reference is only approximate.
Length: 5m. Vertical Range: 5m (approx.)
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Old Shaft 1  (WCC) NGR 4434 5808
Shown on the 1931 Ordnance Survey map (Somerset Sheet XVII NE) and on the 1959 Cheddar
1:25,000 map, but not on later editions.  It was located by GPS on 4/1/03, as probably one of three
shallow pits in the field north of the football pitch.
Old Shaft 2  (WCC) NGR 4425 5810
This was located (31/12/02) under some large rocks, in the western corner of the same field as Old
Shaft 1.  Stone-dropping suggested a depth of at least 3m in a shaft some 90cm diameter.  The
NGR is approximate.  The site was originally thought to be Old Shaft 1, but it is too far west for the
OS map location.
Pallet Shaft (WCC) NGR 4420 5807 (approx.)
Just over the stile leading from Shipham, and on Star Common, there is a shallow gruff on the left.
At its SE end a wooden pallet has been laid over a rubbishy shaft which appears to be only loosely
choked, and may be open under the scrap.  Part of the gruff to the west has recently been filled
with soil (31/12/02).                                                                                                 (to be continued)

Further extracts from Bill Weaver’s Log
April 29th 1939. Trip to S Wales to explore new cave at Pwll Swnd. Party consisting of Don,
Gerard, George, Ken and myself went up in the Leaf. Arrived at the Gwyn in time for tea after a
good run up. Had a walk up to Van Lakes and Sink-y Giedd in the evening. Party split up and I
walked to the sink by myself and arrived home about 11.00 pm, had to steer back by the moon.
Whilst at the sink I had a good look around and decided it was quite possible to enter with very little
work.
April 30th. Left for the quarries above Brynamman. Changed in a snowstorm and was it cold.
Snow very heavy and deep. Had great difficulty to find cave and gave it up at last. On our way
back met Arthur Hill’s party (who were successful).  Beacons looked fine with snow on the
summits, heavy snow everywhere above 1500ft contour.
May 2nd. Dowsing debate at University. Met Mr Mullens outside Very successful discussion.
May 8th. WCC Committee Meeting at Bill Greenwood’s at 8.00pm.

June 3rd. S Wales with Ken, George and J. Luck. Had dinner at Works Canteen. Ken and Jack
and I went up to Gloucester in Ken’s M. G. and met George outside the Aeroplane Garage.
I transferred to George’s Morris 8 and we continued our journey down to the Gwyn. Arrived at
about 5.00pm and had a meal. Set off for Pwll Swnd at 6-30pm. Glorious weather, very hot. Drove

Right, Chris Richards at the location of Ivy Fissure,
photographed from Star Mine 2.    Photo Phil Hendy.

Below, Phil Hendy descending Boot Mine,   Photo,
Brian Prewer.
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up to the limekilns at head of Pass of Amman, where we changed. Walked over mountains to Foel
Fraith. Having set our course by the Beacons we found the cave without difficulty.
Fixed a rope and climbed down- no rope ladders needed. Explored cave in about 2 hours, and
were all agreeably surprised with it, although it did not rival Dan-yr- Ogof.
June 4th.  Full day trip in Dan-yr-Ogof. Water lowest ever I have seen it. All the Mr Morgan’s and
daughters arrived and party finally numbered 16. Mr Ashwell Morgan had a surveying party with
him and was completing survey above 4th lake. Had no difficulty in crossing the lakes as water was
so low. We explored every passage left above the falls except big aven in the boulder chamber.
Discovered a new passage with small stream running in it. Had a very fine trip. Joined Mr Morgan’s
party and helped ferry them across the lakes.

August 3rd. First day of B.S.A. South Wales meeting at Swansea. Attended to trip matters in the
afternoon. Went to opening by the Mayor and afterwards had tea (free). Attended concert given in
our honour at the Guildhall in the evening.
(Learned that Dan-yr-Ogof had been opened to the public during the previous week – invited to
enter my name after the Morgan’s in the official visitors book)
August 6th. Meeting the rest of the party outside Dan-yr- Ogof. Went on up to Penwyllt station in
Victor Wigmore’s car, and changed on the green much to the amusement of the locals. Weather
glorious. Party of nearly 16? comprising :- Bill Greenwood, A Hill, V Wigmore, Digger, Molly,
Marjorie and Bertie, Eric Hensler, Rees, Ken Fisher, Butcher, self etc. Had a very  enjoyable walk
via the old silica works  tramway out to Pwll Pant Mawr.
The tackle had been put in on the previous weekend by Hill. Party successfully explored cave, Eric
taking many photo’s. Afterwards Ken and myself had a try to get in at the upper sink, removing a
lot of boulders in so doing- no luck however. (Note:- all ate quantities of whortleberries)
August 8th. Paul Raynes, Jack and myself guides in Porth-yr-Ogof, Wills Hole and Penderyn
Cave. Ken and Pete guides at Source of Laughar. Collected Jack from Pen-y cae Inn at 9-00am
and went over to Glyn Neath in Paul’s Morris 8. Met rest of party outside Mr Richard’s (White
Horse Inn, Pont neath vayhn) consisting of :- Balcombe, Phyllis Balcombe, two Picks, Glennie and
Mary Hazleton, Bryant, Bramwell, Nellie Kirkham, Jack Sheppard, Digger Harris, Gregory, Burton,
Butcher, Hensler and myself, Hill, Burbridge and Raynes as guides.
Met at Dinas Rock at 10-45am and were in cave by 11-00am. Will’s Hole was already rigged,
enjoyable trip. I tried the terminal sump but without much success.
Next on to Penderyn via Glyn Neath and Hirwaun. My first trip in this cave and I was very
impressed with the stalactite formations. After trip we watched blasting in the quarry. We had lunch
in the bus and then went on to Porth yr Ogof. Had a very enjoyable trip there and unsuccessfully
tried to swim out of exit, failed as water was too high.
August 19th. Took a party of fifteen down Swildons. Party consisted mainly of fellows from the
Exp Dept. We met at Castle of Comfort at 3-00pm. I went round to Platten’s hut and collected
tackle. However full trip could not be made as too much water was going down. Route taken :-
Pretty way and return by Wet Way. Had to change a second time and go and find Lucke and Lowe,
who had separated from the main party and got lost by Jacob’s Ladder.
August 29th.  W.C.C. Committee Meeting at 45 Bridgewater Rd. Not many present, as war
seemed imminent. Listened to the News at 9-00.
Sept 12th. Tackle meeting at Murrell’s- subsequently cancelled.
Sept 26th. W.C.C. committee meeting at Wilf Sharpes. Very well attended considering that war
had been declared. Only Ken and Bertie were absent.
Sept 29th. Took Platten’s tackle back to hut. Lovely moonlight night on Mendip.
October 8th. Climbing meeting in Avon Gorge. Meet Somerset side under Suspension Bridge at
11-00am Party consisted of Don, Marsden, Weldon, Braithwaite, McMillan and wife, Greenwood,
Newman, and myself. Very enjoyable days climbing in quarry by the 45 degree slab.
November 5th 1939.  Climbing in the Avon Gorge with Ken and Bill. We descended to the cave
behind the tennis courts- about 40ft down from the top. This previously had been entered by the
B.U.S.S. by using ladders. We climbed down using two ropes, one to climb, the other as a safety
line.
November 7th 1939.  W.C.C. committee meting at Mac’s. Those attending being:- Murrell,
Strachan, Frost, Mac, Bill Greenwood, Sharpe and myself. Bertie resigned.
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November 18th 1939. Annual General Meeting and Dinner held at the Crown and Dove Hotel.
A.G.M. very poorly attended, although some 60 odd attended the dinner afterwards. This was very
much enjoyed, albeit it waxed very rough towards the end.
November 19th 1939. Cave and climbing meet in Avon Gorge. Not many turned up. Climbed up
the eastern slab face and several other variations. Left at 1-00pm in order to visit May who was in
the B. M. Hospital.
December 9th.  Trip over to South Wales. Party consisted of Ken, Denis, George Harvey and
brother and myself. Had a meal and went off to Wills Hole. The Sychnyd was very high and so we
decided to rope up the falls. Spent two and a half hours exploring the cave- using a single rope for
the 40ft pot. When we came out we found that the river had risen considerably.
December 12th 1939. W.C.C. Committee meeting at Bill Greenwood’s. Not many attended-
Murrell, Bill, Frost, Williams and myself.
December 17th 1939.  Climbing on Seawalls. Don, Ken and I succeeded in climbing right
through. Starting by the Gully and ending by the railings. Took us four and a half hours. Ended up
by being watched by a large crowd. Believe this is the first time a through route has been forced.

Radio broadcasts from Swildons.
June 27th 1938. Two letters from Platten- heard of B.B.C broadcast of lower part of Swildons
Hole.

Dear Bill,
            I’ve written to the Bristol B.B.C.   “To the Engineer in charge of Out-side broadcasts…..Two
years ago I helped you lay and extract your broadcasting cables from Swildons Hole on the
Mendips, and you said then, that I was welcome to attend any O.S.B. that I might be interested in
that the Bristol Station might be doing. Now I have been told, that at the end of the summer you
folk intend to do another broadcast from below the 40ft in Swildons Hole. If this is so, may I make
the suggestion that it would be a fine thing if a man swam through the Sump (a distance of 16ft by
2ft by 4ft) in other words a water trap, into  the only recently discovered continuation of the cavern.
Very few people have risked this swim. One of my “Dragon” group of enthusiastic Cavers, C P
Weaver is willing to do this for you and take a microphone and cable through. It seems a pity to do
below the 40ft and not include a passage and broadcast of the Sump.
In any case this man would be very pleased to help your engineer laying the cables in and out of
the cave and I do hope you will include him in your team when you do the job? I should be very
pleased to help lay the cables above the 40ft, but I am under doctor’s orders not to get too wet and
cannot for the next two months go below the 40ft.                                                       Yours, Gerard.

Platten’s letter also contains a list of Dragon Group members, amongst them was our Vice-
President, Paul Dolphin.  I was very pleased to receive a phone call from Paul recently, following
publication of the first extracts of Bill Weaver’s log book in which he features.  Paul, who joined the
club in April 1938, is still very interested in the activities of the Wessex.

The photo on the left has
recently been added to the
club’s archives and is
believed to be of the B.B.C.
outside broadcast from
Swildons on May 1st 1937.
Among Bill Weaver’s papers
is the following letter to Bill
from Gerard Platten.  It is
undated but shows that a
further broadcast was
planned from further inside
the cave.
Was it ever made and has the
B.B.C got a recording of the
event of 1937?
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I have also a letter from another of
Weaver’s friends, A.J.S. McMillan, who is
probably our longest serving member. The
photo on the left shows him at Lamb Leer in
1937.  Circular 22 (March 1937) lists Mac as
a new member.

Mac writes :-
“My main recollection of those years was
the big job we did for rigging Lam Leer for
the British Association meeting at Bristol. It
was a terrific effort getting the cable down
and rigging the aerial   carriage, all made
much more difficult by having to take
everything through the small manholes. I
think I wrote this up for a copy of the Journal
some time ago. Bill Weaver’s papers give a
clear idea of what we did in those days. It is
amazing to think that a full Swildons ended
at Sump 1 !

Needless to say, I wish you all very well for your 70th anniversary celebrations.”

Extracts from the Upper Pitts Log by Brian Prewer
18.10.03 Swildon’s 9                                                                                                                 Kev, Em & Jim
Kev, Em & Jim (I don’t need neoprene I go ice diving in my swimming trunks) Down to 9 bypassing 15
novices on the 20’ on the way in & 20 on the way out – well we had a coach to catch!
19.10.01 Templeton                                                                                        Phil H, Brian & Sheila Pitman
To look at the RSJ placed to support ‘Hanging Deaths’ by Tuska on Friday. Then to Sandpit to show Brian it
is still in the same place. Still lots of interesting holes but infested with badgers & murderous nettles.
22.10.03 Templeton                                                                                    Phil H, Prew & NHASA Stalwarts
A cold windy night with rain nearly horizontal. We excavated an alcove below the wall & built it up. Continued
taking out the floor of the big pit – started uncovering large clean rocks – we seem to be leaving the mud
behind & possibly coming to the collapsed cave roof (according to the Collapsed Cave theory of Templeton
Speleogenesis.) Expected tourist party of Brian Hansford & Big Stu cried off & sought shelter underground at
Bath Swallet. The moral high ground (and muddy low ground) is ours.
23.10.03 Shatter Cave                                                                           Phil H, Prew, Diana & David Kenney
Escorted Edith Kenney’s daughter & grandson around the delights of Said cave. Most impressed. A
photographic record was made.
25.10.03 Shatter Cave                                                                  Phil H, Pauline G & Big “Bloody Hell” Stu
First met Farmer Prewer herding cattle from the quarry. (Well, they were trying to go caving without a leader
or insurance!) He was trying to locate Fernhill Cave entrance from old photos. A slow trip round the cave, Stu
exclaiming “Bloody Hell” as he rounded every corner. He took over 100 digital photos. Into Pillar Chamber
via Z-squeeze – exit via Ring Road which was proclaimed to be tight. Both Pauline & Stu very impressed.
26.10.03 Notts II                                                       Carmen, Karen, Leg, Patrick Warren (CPC) & Gordon
Amazing excavation –110ft down a series of ladder/scaffolding then walking to a stunning streamway with
white & black stal curtains. Good trip for a Sunday afternoon.
29.10.03 Crook’s Hole                                                                                                              Steve & Bob S
Drilling shot holes. Weather was pleasant & warm at the start. By the time Steve had drilled his three 1m
deep holes Mr s was soaking wet & freezing cold on generator watch duty. Hot chocolate at Burrington Café
after. Daytime digging for a change, but it’s just as wet & cold as nightime digging.

26.10.03 & 31.10.03 Llygad Llwchwr                                               Phill Short, Steve Marsh & Andy Chell
1) Dived through resurgence in crystal clear water. Had to follow the sumps, stream & lake chambers to

5 dig site. (The dig is blocked again). Dived back into Chamber 6 then Phill went on to the slot,
passed the first slot & found the second blocked as usual.

2) Returned on 31.10.03 to assess possibility of digging slot but found very high flow & almost zero vis
due to a week of rain. Went to the slot anyway & found it to be ejecting gallons of water, gravel &
rocks so came out & went to Daren

31.10.03 to 2.11.03 Ogof Daren Cilau                                                         Phil Short, Andy Chell, Nik Nak,
                                                                                                       Greg Brock, Steve Marsh & Tash Mitchell
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We went to the Hard Rock Café on Friday evening, set up the camp & cooked. Then we went down to the
Terminal Sump & St David’s Sump. Back to Hard Rock for Andy Chell’s birthday cake & a glass of port or
two, then to bed in the world’s most disgusting sleeping bags. Woke up at midday & after breakfast set of for
the Restaurant. Arrived at the camp & Steve, Andy & Tash set off back to Hard Rock while Phill, Greg & Nik
Nak went on to the of Friday 13th via a lengthy unintentional detour to the end of the warren. We got back to
Hard Rock at 11.00 to find Steve, Tash & Andy fast asleep, but Steve soon got up & put a brew on. After a
big piece of pasta we spent another night then headed out on Sunday reaching the surface at 14.00.
8.11.03 Eastwater                                                                                                             Mad Phil, Em & Kev
The Eastwater Appreciation Society returns after 2 years break! Not sure we can call ourselves ’Appreciation
Society’ any more. A hell of a trip. Even managed to do a bit of digging in a side passage close to the
Chamber of Horrors. We’ll be back to finish that off. Cleared out some tubs & ammo boxes from old MRO
dump as much of contents had spoiled.
8.11.03 Ireby Fell Cavern                                                                             Carmen & Patrick Warren (CPC)
Saturday: - Early start at some unearthly hour, which paid off. As we began to exit the cave news had
obviously travelled that the ‘A Team’ were caving & droves had come to see us. That was about 50 random
student cavers – phew…..close shave there.
Sunday: - Joined Craven meet trip to Little Hull Pot. Carmen & Patrick to the bottom.
9.11.03 Crook’s Hole                                                        Aubrey & Damien, Pete H, Mr F, Bob S & Golly
Nothing done with 30’ of cord, nothing looked at & didn’t even speak to each other. We weren’t even there –
no definitely not. Keith did not even bring his battery!
12.11.03: - Same place but with Fred Felstead, Carmen & Paula – same sort of thing, no loads of buckets &
boulders up –nothing.

20.11.03 Swildon’s                                                                            Phill Short, Steve Marsh & Andy Chell
Down to Sump 12. Phill dived & got straight through the old squeeze & into the new section to find a second
bang debris choke, this when given a poke started to collapse prompting the need to remove all kit to get
back out through the squeeze. (I’m starting to think this place doesn’t like me.) Looks like we have to go over
the top of this one with some gardening though. Here we go again!
22.11.03 Swildon’s                                                                      Andy Chell, Pete Mulholland & Phill Short
Went to Mud Sump – very full so we decided not to bail & went to the Black Hole Series & Northwest Stream
Inlet. Had great fun on way out free climbing the Old 40’. Nice caving trip on horrible damp day.
27.11 03 Grebe                                                                                                    Ali M, Martin Grass & Chris
Trip to celebrate the 250th anniversary of the signature in the mud by John Young in Young Clark Passage.
Also to Waterwheel.
30.11.03 Ogof Rhyd Sych                                                                                             Ali M, Clive Westlake,
                                                                                                                          Geoff Ballard & Chris Grosart
Duck was more of a sump but we went on through tight bits & bedding planes where water levels were too
high in streamway. We retreated to drier shores & abandoned the trip. Never mind – back again when it’s
drier.
3.12.03 Swildon’s                                                                             Phill Short, Tash Mitchell & Andy Chell
Took a couple of cylinders down to Sump 2 for a future dig & then went up to the Black Hole, crossed it into
the series beyond. On the return we descended the Black Hole & finally went up to the Landing & visited
Vicarage Pot. Dropped down the pot & up to Hairy Passage.
7.12.03 Honeymead                                                                              Ali M, Geoff Ballard, Gonzo & Henry
First trip down this cave for Ali & Geoff. Some of the belay points are interesting. Rather overkill on the
tackle, only one ladder required for Keen’s Pot & a very short one for Chalice Well. Worth a trip, but it’s a pity
that the cave doesn’t live up to its name.
7.12.03 Swildon’s                                                                                                     Phill Short & Andy Chell
After drinks in the New Inn we went to 20’ at midnight without any caving equipment, just key-ring LED lights.
Truly fantastic experience – just a bit wet & wrecked new phone as it went cave diving!

7.12.03 Swildon’s                                                                                  Tash M, Phill Short, Pauline, Gavin,
                                                                                                    Nik Nak, Stu, Simon R, Andy Chell & Tash
What a good excuse to get out of a committee meeting! Frosty & sunny – off we trundled – my long awaited
trip that Phill has promised to me since the summer. There was a lot of water, the summer trip I had done
with Mark H was bone dry, so to me it was very wet, rushing water - the tide was definitely coming in! Down
to the 20’ where I was harnessed up like a Shire horse. Stepped out to the ladder in my new wellies, I had
not got used to them & got my foot stuck on each & every rung – took an age to get down. Followed Phill all
the way to Sump 1, the whole reason for going. At the sump I put on my 1971 diving mask to gasps of
surprise & disbelief. (Best diving mask in the world.) Quick visual lesson on how to get through Sump 1. Took
a while to slow my breathing down & go through – water clearish but not exactly warm is it? With a tap on the
head Gavin let me know I was out of the sump. We had a nice sit down & got the chocolate out. We
continued on to Sump 2 where we watched Nik Nak ‘bottle-up’ to go through the sump. Tash & Andy Chell
were already beyond Sump 2.
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At this point we had made it in 1hr 55mins, Phill said it was good going considering I was taking my time!
Return made via Barnes Loop, tide still coming in fast so used a rope to pull myself up Double Pots. Phill
helped me up in his usual manner (ask Simon R for full details). Gavin kept on encouraging me to continue
by saying, “we’re nearly there”. He said this at least 10 times.
Came out to sunshine & cold wind. Most enjoyable trip, I may regret it tomorrow. Thanks for all your help &
patience. Pauline.

7.12.03 Lancaster Hole – Top Sink                                                                                                  Bif & Paul
Walked unexpectedly to entrance & visited Easter Grotto. Pleasant trip with Top Sink very dry considering
recent weather. The climb out of Fall Pot had been P-hung & a handy climbing rope replaced by greasy SRT
strop. Most amusingly the key hangar had been placed directly into the boulder that the rope was previously
tied around – the mind boggles! I suppose that at least it distracts the CNCC’s attention from insurance.
8.12.03 Aquamole                                                                                                                   Bif, Clive & Paul
Helped Clive take a few snaps in Aquamole Aven, impressive shaft dropping beyond upstream sumps in
Kingsdale – originally explored from inside out & opened up for diver access.

9.12.03 Ridge Mine                                                                                                                      Weston Bros
Investigated body-shaped hole at the top of the boundary wall in the corbelling area. We had got up to this
previously some months ago & looked down into a rubble filled area but couldn’t get down into it. This time
we took one of our ladders & tether plus a short length of rope. Tethered ladder to a fallen concrete beam
before climbing up to the body-sized hole at roof level. Greywolf made two attempts with his boots on to turn
around in the hole to descend feet-first – no go. Weston the Younger (and Alpine climber) then had a look to
see if a headfirst descent was possible. “Bugger that”, he said. Greywolf then got up to the hole again minus
his wellies –“Eureka” - & turned around, descended to investigate the rubble filled void – no further passages
– bugger. Still we enjoyed the fun & the visit to the Quarryman’s Arms.
21.12.03 Eastwater                                                                                                                            Bif & Paul
Visited Mad Phil & Jake’s new large passage discovery of previous day. Impressive curtain. As if they
haven’t won the ‘digging barrel’ already.
22.12.02 Templeton                                                                                     Prew, Phil H, Jon Riley, Jon Hill,
                                                                                                                    Hugh Tucker & Elaine (both ACG)
3½ skips out, also 6’x4’ chequer plate that has been getting in the way for months. Dug out a large hump of
mud, dropping the ladder by 3ft. Interesting hole found behind the stonewalling. Quickly blocked it with
stones & cement.
24.12.03 Swildon’s 2                                                                           Geoff B, Adrian Vanderplank, & Ali M
Was supposed to be a trip to Sump 2, but ended up going to the top of the Black Hole & general grot around
in a passage off to the right, downstream of Howard’s dig.
(On the trip of 28.12.03 – this was found to be a connection with Abandon Hope).
27.12.03 OFD                                                                      Phill Short, Andy Chell, Gavin N & Steve Marsh
Top Entrance to Smith’s Armoury then to OFD 1 & out of bottom entrance. Very high water levels in 2
streamway. We had to use the Escape Route in OFD 1. 8½ hr trip.
28.12.03 Swildon’s – Abandon Hope                                            Ali M & Pete (yes- really Pete) & Geoff B
Memory Lane trip (must be about 20 years) to sort out the description for the new Swildon’s book. This area
is still as lovely as ever, & Good Stuff dig has not dried out yet! Managed to find the alternative route down to
the 2 streamway, which avoids the Old Approach route & the climb opposite the Ten Foot Overhang. Good
route but slightly snug in places.
28.12.03 Swildon’s                                                                       Phill Short, Andy Chell & John Volanthen
Down to 2 to retrieve cylinders, then dived to 7 & picked up two digging cylinders & take them to 9 for future
dig. John went on to 12 for a quick look at our bag full of rock.
31.12.03 Templeton                                                                                                 Phil & Dan Hendy & Prew
Short session to see out the Old Year. One skip removed, plus dead mouse. Lots of wet stony mud & some
large rocks.
20.12.03 Hell Fire Caves, High Wycombe                                                                                   Leg & Karen

Left, Sump 1 and
Right, Sump 2.

Photographed a
few years  earlier
by Brian Prewer.
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Thought we’d have a look at this show cave. It is really a mine in chalk that was used by the Hell Fire Club in
the 18th Century as a meeting place. No need to go back again!
1.1.04 Swildon’s                                                     Adrian, Judith & Anne Vanderplank, Phil & Dan Hendy
A & J in wetsuits, the rest in dry grots. A good stream flowing. Long Dry to top of 40’, then up the Lavatory
Pan & into the Oxbows to the Butcombe Chamber. Impressive. Judith & Dan took the top exit to the Wet
Way, the rest of us back the way we had come & up the Well. Out via Kenney’s Dig & Binnie’s Link. Sporting
& bracing walk back in a stiff cold wind. An excellent way of burning off a hangover.
2.1.04 Shatter Cave                                                                         Phil & Dan, Hector Heathcote & Tommo
Pleasant standard trundle as far as Pillar Chamber via Z-squeeze & out via the Ring Road. Tested
superlatives to destruction. Lots of heavy drip in places.
2.1.04 Warren Farm                                                              Alison, Vern, Mak, Pete Hann & Chris Grosart
Pleasant trip to see the pretties. CG took some photos before running out of film. Vern got bedevilled (stuck)
on the way out. Lovely cave – thanks Ali.

 Above, Left, Vern Freeman.                                                                                 Photo’s Christine Grosart.

3.1.04 Rhino Rift                                                                        Leg, Patrick Warren (CPC) & Chris Grosart
Slightly underestimated etc – but it was foggy on the way back to HQ. PW rigged first 3 pitches & CG & PW
continued to the bitter end. Quite pretty here & there. Very tight descent (already rigged) down to a dig where
we turned round & made our way out. CG derigged – the first pitch was beginning to look quite familiar, as
she had already been up it once to retrieve a forgotten rope bag. Oops! Still, gets us fit.

Howling Gales & Hangovers (Or New Year in the l’Herault)
By Jonathan Williams

For the second time in 2003 a rag-tag bunch of assorted cave divers, groupies and Land Rovers
crossed the channel on their way down to the l’Herault.
While myself, Kathy, Mike Thomas and Laura had opted for post-Xmas trip, Beermonster and the
boy Nik-Nak had already been enjoying the delights of the Dordogne and the Pyrenees on their
way down to l’Herault for Christmas Dinner.  With the wonders of modern technology those left
back at home were able to keep track of the advanced parties progress.  Text messages from
“Beermonster” informed us that the weather and the caving were both good however further
investigations via the CDG online notice board proved more revealing…

Author : Andy (Whistleblower) Kay On: Dec 26 2003
I would just like to inform everyone that four days ago Malcolm Foyle (aka Beermonster)
visited two caves in one day (!), in the company of myself and Niknak. This didn't involve
any diving, but Malc seemed worried that if news of it got out, people might consider him to
be some sort of 'keen type', a reputation which he obviously wishes to avoid. However as
he's now down south in the Hérault and away from internet access for a week, I thought I'd
better tell you about his newly rediscovered 'tiger' status before the next time you see him
and he just mentions the fact in passing (with appropriate false modesty)...

Although none of this keenness had evaporated by the time we arrived the weather had certainly
taken a turn for the worse.  A good covering of snow was to be found on the higher sections of the
region and a cold biting wind had set in.  While “Beermonster”, Rita and Nik-Nak were tucked up
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warm and snug in the new centrally heated “Fish” house my own party suffered in sub zero
temperatures around a small electric heater.  Who said that this was going to be a holiday?
After a quick shopping trip on our first morning a visit to l'aven Grotte de Vitalis, (Cheese Cave)
was planned.

While Nik-Nak began rigging a series of pitches that descend out of the floor of the main passage,
the remaining members of the group pushed on to the end.  After rigging down three pitches to a
dead end Nik-Nak decided to make a sharp exit while Mike, Laura and I derigged.  Unfortunately
plans seemed to go astray.  After exiting the cave Nik-Nak found himself alone in the dark with only
a pack of hunting dogs and a howling gale for company.  A chance diversion by “Beermonster” led
to him being recovered to the relative safety of the bar at Zebardies to lick his wounds.
The main aim of this years trip was to be the location of the Petites Fleurs Bleues, the upstream
entrance to the spectacular Mas Raynal system.  Locating it would mean the possibility of a diving
exchange trip from the Mas Raynal in the summer.  “Beermonster” and Nik-Nak had managed to
locate the entrance and GPS its position but a quick reccie trip with limited gear had proved it to be
a little small for those of a stouter disposition.  We returned on New Years Eve to have a second
try.  Mike and Nik-Nak took a look but once again only Nik-Nak could make any real progress even
with the assistance of a lump hammer. We retired in disgust to “le Chateau Fish” to see in the New
Year in true gastronomic style with lashings of Pudding for everyone.

New Years day dawned with hangovers and more snow resulting in a generally unproductive day.
Friday been set aside to take Nik-Nak on his first “real” cave dive.  The Event du Rodel is a very
pleasant dive indeed.  A large, shallow sump with some great underwater scenery and only 20
meters of crawling and 100 meters of walking to reach dive base.  Or was it 100m of crawling and
20m of walking?  Mike and Laura dived first, then Nik-Nak and I together dived with “Beermonster”
a few minutes behind.  A great time was had by all and we rounded of the day with a visit to the

Vineyard at  St.Saturnin to stock up for the
journey home.

Saturday saw “Beermonster” and Nik-Nak
leave for the long drive home.  Mike,
Laura, Kathy and myself decided to look at
a site recommended to us by Clive
Westlake, the Source de la Sorgues.  This
resurgence feeds a local trout farm, so
summoning up my best school boy French
I attempted to obtain permission from the
Piscicultralist.  He seemed quite friendly
and we both nodded in the right places
and so we set off for a dive.  What would
probably be a lovely spot in the summer
was not quite so appealing with snow on
the ground and the winds of the damned
blowing down the Valley.  I dived first but

Left, Pete Hann in “Cheese
Cave” Photo taken on an earlier
trip by Carmen Haskell.

Below, Jonathan, Laura and
Mike in the Viz Valley. The Stals
are icicles!
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in the high flow conditions meant I made only 90m progress before turning, passing Mike and
Laura on the way out. Mike and Laura surfaced after finding the line broken at 180 meters .  All in
all a superb dive but definitely a place for a nice warm summers day.
On our final day, Laura, Mike and I decided on a trip to the Gourneyrou.  The weather hadn’t
improved, ice and snow being the order of the day.  We drove down the track which leads to the
Gourneyras and Gourneyrou  to find ourselves surrounded by the ubiquitous French boar hunters.
We ventured out of the Land Rover but faced with biting sub-zero winds, a long steep carry and the
chance of being shot at we aborted the trip and returned home.
An uneventful drive home ended another fine trip to our favourite French caving region.  Roll on
Easter and the good weather……

Templeton By Phil Hendy
This joint ACG / NHASA/SMCC dig is now at the 10 fathom level, and we are still excavating mud
and stones, with the occasional rock which needs beating into submission.  Some fragments of stal
are uncovered from time to time.  It appears that the NE side, being walled-up to support large
hanging deaths and a loose stone-filled rift, has finally reached a solid rock base.  This,
unfortunately, is about 1metre behind the front of the wall!

At the deepest SW end, a pit is being
excavated by the Axbridge contingent
(both of them); there is no sign of it
bottoming-out yet.  The civil engineering
team, led by Tuska and Jim Young, has
built a visitor’s gantry at the top of the
shaft, complete with handrail.  The light
railway has now been altered at the
bottom to hang almost vertically; it is
supported near its foot by two large
RSJs pinned into the rock.  This now
has a mesh footway and handrails, and
the second ladder is being moved, so
that entry will soon be via the pothole
behind the bridge.
Engineering of a more rustic nature has
been employed at the base of the

railway.  In order to dig away the mound on which skip-fillers have been standing, a wooden
platform has been hung from the wall and lower gantry.  Thus the skip can be filled, while
underlying fill can be excavated.  The Minstrel’s Gallery is still in place, pending final shoring of the
hanging deaths, and in addition to 230v lighting in the shaft, a warning is now given of impending
skip movements by means of a flashing beacon and siren (more like a demented budgie, actually).
No doubt as the weather improves, the Wednesday night team will be augmented once more by
hordes of tourists.  To this end, a ticket office has been placed near the winch.  There is no doubt
that this dig, probably one of the most heavily-engineered on Mendip, and visible (allegedly) from
space, is unique, intriguing, and well worth a visit.  New digging recruits always welcome (the
average age of the NHASA team must be well over 60, although we still remove nearly 2 tonnes
per session).

Library Acquisitions as at 12/3/04

BCRA Cave and Karst Science 30, 2 (2003, publ. Dec.)
Chelsea Speleological Society N/L  46, 1,2,3 (Jan, Feb, Mar 04)
Craven Pothole Club.  Record.  No. 73 (Jan 04)
Descent 176 (Eastwater, Hunter’s Lodge Inn Sink, Carcase hole, Beacon Slocker West)
Mendip Caving Group.  N/L  310- - 318 (Oct 2002 – Jan 2004)
MNRC N/L 99 (Dec 03 / Jan 04)
NSS (USA) Journal of Cave & Karst Studies 65, 3 (dec 03)
Soc. Speleologique de Wallonie (Belgium)  Regards No. 52 (Jan/Feb 04) (ArticAniallara, Spain)
S.U.I ‘Underground’ Ireland.  No. 58 (Winter 03)
UBSS Proceedings 23, 1 (2003, Publ. Jan 04)
           N/L Summer, Christmas 2003
Westminster Speleological Group.  N/L 2004/1 (Jan 04)
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White Rose Pothole Club. N/L 22, 4 (Dec 03)
The Bristol Coalfields (2003) Cornwell J.
Brown’s Folly Mine survey (SMCC)
Memories of Cheddar (Howell, C) 1984.                                                      Donated by M. Hewins

Thanks are due to Mary Drake for the donation of many bound Wessex Journals and Cave
Diving Group Newsletters, plus sets of Chelsea SS Newsletters, surveys etc.
Also to Nick Williams for the donation of 1:50,000 maps of Belize.

Missing: 1:25,000  OS Map Explorer 141 (Cheddar Gorge)  Taken from the Library, clearly
marked as for reference only, not to be removed from Upper Pitts. Will the perpetrator return it
asap, because this is probably the most useful map we keep.

Tour de France  A diary by Nik Nak (Simon Richards)
As is often the case, this trip was conceived late one night over a beer in the Hunters.  ‘Would I like
to visit the Herault during Christmas and New Year, stop in the Dordogne and visit the Reseau
Felix Trombe system in the Pyrenees – it’s on the way?’  My answer to Malc Foyle was an instant
‘yes!’  Rita Foyle, Mike Thomas, Laura Trowbridge, Jonathan Williams and Kathy Glenton would be
joining us for New Year in the Herault.

Friday 19th December  Malc and I caught the afternoon crossing from Portsmouth to Caen,
drove for a couple of hours, stopping for the night at a ‘B&B Hotel’ in Alencon.  The following day
we continued our journey, only stopping for provisions on route.  We were able to enjoy the
scenery of the Dordogne and the Lot with the last remaining hours of daylight, arriving in Gramat at
dusk.  Tip – if you are travelling at this time of year it’s a good idea to book somewhere to stay.
The available hotels were too expensive for ‘tight-ass cavers’ so we roughed it in a lay-by, Malc
bivvyed outside whilst I sprawled on top of the kit inside the Landrover.

Sunday 21st December                                                         Le Saut De La Pucelle (the Lot)
This cave was first described to me as a French Swildons, most definitely not a fleece trip

and something that should be done on ladder as opposed to rope.  The French spend hours
rigging high above the stream to avoid the water at all costs, the British approach – what the hell,
just ladder down the waterfalls and jump into the pools!  Unfortunately it had rained most of the
night and with water levels already high from weeks of rain, the stream entering the cave was now
a chocolate river.  Still not deterred we put on our caving gear and went in.  The river although
wide was only 12-18 inches deep at the entrance, enough to soak the feet.

Initially walking passage, taller than wide, the streamway bends around several gentle
corners, the only obstacles are trees that you climb over or through.  Most are packed more
conveniently many feet up in the ceiling?  It’s not long before the roof lowers and the first duck is
encountered.  Air space was limited, as it was full with rotting leaf debris and washed in wood.  The
top four inches of the waist deep pool immediately before the duck was a woodchip pulp, thick and
difficult to move through.  Under the surface broken tree branches and large pieces of trunk
blocked the way on.  With nowhere to place the unwelcome fill we began pushing it further into the
duck, hopeful we could clear it and continue on.  Lying in the water we pushed with our feet as far
as possible but with minimal effect.  The only way of clearing it would have been to push ones self
through and since we were not certain of the weather and only several inches of rise would have
cut off our exit we decided that discretion was called for and we headed out.

With most of our day remaining we decided upon a tour of entrances and so visited Le
Reveillon, an absolutely huge entrance porch reducing to a cave of normal proportion after 20
meters.  Followed by the St George’s resurgence, the resurgence to the Gouffre de Padirac and
finally the Source du Coly (just for Jon W.)

That night Christiane and Andy Kay welcomed us into their home.  For the following two
nights we enjoyed their hospitality, far more civilised than the night before.

Monday 21st December -                                   Les Borderies & La Milhette (the Dordogne)
Andy took us to two gated caves.  The first, Les Borderies, starts as a restricted crawl that

soon intersects walking passage.  From here on the stal just doesn’t stop.  At points the ceiling is
saturated with straws and stalactites and the floor covered in tall thin stalagmites.  At one end of
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the cave, close to the surface, tree roots grow around and down through the centre of straws,
some of them over a meter long.  On Malc’s advice, having visited the cave before, I took an
ordinary point and click camera and one slave flash and from a 36 exposure film managed to get
20 reasonable photographs.  After the trip we returned to the house for lunch.

La Milhette starts as a rift in a small depression.  Walking passage is quickly reached and is
followed for some distance before a vicious crawl guards several kilometres beyond.  The passage
was dotted with bats on the walls and a large number of round, deep holes in the mud floor
provided some fun.  The holes were medieval grain silos and are an impressive distance inside the
cave.  I tried the first 40m of the crawl, but unable to stir any enthusiasm in either Andy or Malc, I
didn’t go any further, it was also about to become quite constricted.  After our second trip of the
day we retired to the local bar before returning to the house to eat.

Tuesday 23rd December  No caving was done, as there was only time for some shopping and a
chance to purchase a couple of quality bottles of regional red for New Years Eve.  Christiane
cooked a wonderful lunch before we left to join the motorway for the afternoon and early evening.
That night we were reduced to cooking on a Trangia on the floor in a ‘Formula 1’ just outside of
Toulouse.
“I would particularly like to pass on my thanks to Christiane and Andy for their warm hospitality”

Christmas Eve – Grotte de Pene Blanque                                                  Reseau Felix Trombe
This is a massive system, situated in the Central Pyrenees, with 45 entrances (not all connected),
including the Henne Morte, and has many possible through trips.

It was going to be a long day so we left the motel way before breakfast in the small hours to
arrive on the Massif d’Arbas just as it was beginning to get light.  Grotte de Pene Blanque, as are
many of the other entrances, is conveniently marked on the French OS equivalent maps.  Being
well prepared, I had borrowed, copied and laminated the relevant section of map.  Snow had fallen

the previous day and during the night the
temperature had dropped well below freezing, but
now it was raining.  Parking as close as Malc’s
Landrover would allow we packed our caving kit,
still damp from the Dordogne, into rucksacks, put
on our waterproofs and began our hike to the
cave.

We made our way along a ‘obvious’
marked path, the usual French red lines painted
on trees and boulders confirmed we were on
route.  Then with no warning the path simply
disappeared.  Another lesson was to be learnt
here – when following a French way marked
path; if you loose it retrace your steps
immediately to find where you left it.  Don’t

      Leaning  columns in Les Borderies          continue in the desperate hope you will come upon
it again up ahead; you may get lost!  We were now in amongst trees and snow covered limestone
on a 45o slope only sure we were on the correct hill; exactly where, we had no idea.  No problem
Malc had his GPS!  However?  Top Tip – When making a copy of a map for use in the field do
remember to add the numbers of the gridlines.  We could only continue to climb to reach the ridge,
which wasn’t visible through the trees, and follow along to regain our path.  After an hour or so we
found the path and were finally approaching the cave.
From the path a wooded slope is crossed to a cliff face, this is followed down and around a corner
to the entrance 5m up a roped climb.  As I approached the cliff there was a crack of thunder, or so I
thought.  “Run” shouted Malc.   For a split second I wasn’t sure what was happening, but as soon
as I realised sections of the mountain were peeling away I ran; straight across the fall zone
apparently, although I really couldn’t tell where the falling rock was going to end up?  We heard it
but didn’t see it.  We continued on, not saying a word, listening for another cue to take cover, but
nothing.

The entrance is very pleasant, beginning as walking passage the roof lowers to a stoop and
then after several hundred meters there are a myriad of passages leading off.  We only had a poor
survey and due to the length of time it had taken us to find the cave and the time it may have taken
to get back to the Landrover we could only explore for two hours.  A good survey is definitely
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required if you intend to explore well into the system.  The cave is reminiscent of the Dent de
Crolles and likewise appears friendly.

Once outside, caving kit was taken off and wet weather gear put back on.  Minutes after
leaving there was another crack of thunder and we turned to see two microwave size boulders fall
from the top and hit the ground just below the entrance where we had just been!

That evening we drove several hundred miles to our new home for the next week, Fish’s
house in the village of St-Privat in the Herault.

Christmas Day The sky was crystal clear and blue, a change from the past several days.  It was
even warm enough for shorts and t-shirt!  Our only aim for the day was a Turkey dinner followed by
Christmas pudding: well you have to make the effort.  To build an appetite we choose a new cave
to find, Aven de Peyre Aoube, situated on the Larzac, the plateau northeast of St-Privat.

From St-Privat most of the caves are reached via the same piece of road that winds uphill,
climbing 400 meters, to the Col du Vent onto the Larzac.  We took a short detour to the top of Mont
St-Baudille to admire the stunning view; the Mediterranean to the south and distant snow capped
peaks of the Pyrenees to the southwest.  After several calls and texts home to wish everyone a
‘Merry X-mas’, for our own satisfaction we looked for and found the entrance to Aven du pic
Baudille.  The entrance was found and GPS coordinates taken on a previous trip, but as yet we
have not descended it.

Onward, one kilometre before Le Coulet we stopped at La Cisternette, left the Landrover
and walked into the middle of nowhere.  For several hours we searched for the cave, up and down
the same piece of track, trying to match the description in the Speleo Sportive to our surroundings,
but no sign of an entrance.  The only evidence of a nearby cave was a snoopy loop of spent
carbide.  The Herault does not advertise its caves; often there are no associated depressions and
scalpel bushes hide the entrances.  Disappointed, we returned to St-Privat to find solace in a fine
meal and a couple of good bottles of red.

Boxing day Glorious sunshine welcomed our new arrival, the lovely Rita, who flew into
Montpellier.  Whilst she settled in, Malc and myself undeterred, again went in search of the Aven
de Peyre Aoube.  Having read the description again and this time making a better translation our
search was narrowed down to a short section of track, but again after half an hour we found
nothing.  Desperately looking for any signs of an entrance, I noted a small sunken field one field
over from the track, a depression?  Eagerly I climbed a small wall and ran across to find an empty
field.  However, only visible on my return, in the field I had just crossed was a hole, level with the

ground and covered with thick branches.  We had found the
cave after ‘only’ four hours of searching and will visit on a
future trip to the region.
Saturday 27th December .        Petites Fleurs Bleues

Mike and the others were due to arrive late on
Monday night; our task was to find the Petites Fleurs Bleues
before they arrived.  The cave has been linked to the Mas
Ranal via two sumps, presenting the possibility of a
diving/SRT exchange trip.  One of the objectives of our trip
to France was to find the cave and reach the sump with a
view to return with a larger party for an exchange trip during
the summer. Malc, Rita and myself had a very good
translation of the location of the cave provided by Judy
Hewins.  We expected to be able to walk straight to it,
however it’s never that easy.  As is common several hours
passed, several trips were made back to a gate to start
Left, Pretties in Les Borderies.    again, until finally
Malc found it.  The description places the entrance under a
beech tree near an old kiln; it just so happens that the

particular tree is in a wood of beech trees and the kiln is not visible until you walk into it!  The hole
isn’t particularly big or obvious.

Changing into caving gear wasn’t pleasant, the temperature had dropped below freezing
over night and the wind was bitter.  Without a good description of the cave and not being certain
this was the Petit Fleurs Bleues we decided to use SRT from the start.  The first four meters is a
free-climb, but is tight and unfortunately prevented Malc from entering.  A short section of passage
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then leads to a second pitch of four meters, tight at its head, followed by a crawl into a chamber.
From here a traverse along a rift with a fixed rope gains a climb into a small bedding.  A hole down
regains the rift and a roped climb into a large chamber.  A low wet crawl follows to the head of the
main pitch, which has a pull through chain?

I was underground 30-40 minutes and at the bottom of the entrance climb when I realised
how alone I had been.  Rita did assure me she would have put Malc’s kit on and come down to
rescue me; ‘thanks Rit’.
Sunday 28th December So successful at finding entrances had we become, we decided to
make a day of it, choosing two from the French guides we had brought with us.  The first, Event de
la Coudouliere, lies in the Bueges valley and is likely to be an overflow for the Bueges resurgence
several hundred meters down valley and a little lower.  We found this very quickly, the entrance
amongst large rounded boulders in a dried out riverbed.  Malc and myself climbed into caving kit,
Rita provided surface support.  This is not a very nice place!  The entrance consists of one large
pile of rounded boulders down through which you spiral, avoiding contact with everything except
the floor, and even then it would have been preferable to levitate.  Given the smoothness and well-
rounded shape of the boulders, many of them the size of large TV sets, when in flood the force of
the resurging water must be extreme.  Once through the choke reassuring solid walls and ceiling
soon lead to a sump.  Malc had further information that suggested we should be able to go further,
but water levels must have been high.

Our second cave of the day was Aven de la Dame, which has an 80+-meter pitch.  It’s a
reasonable walk uphill, so a committee decision was made to simply find the entrance and save
the trip for another day.  The cave is marked on the map and a path takes you straight to it.  Tip –
don’t try shortcuts on the way down, they don’t work.
Monday 29th December                                                                               Aven du Cochon

The temperature had dropped again, we had a little snow overnight and the wind was
stronger and colder.  This was another cave to find, Malc had a description (although we know the
cave has since been extended) and grid coordinates.  Religiously those coordinates were added
into the GPS and then all three of us wandered aimlessly to no avail.  It took an hour before we
realised the GPS placed us 800m north of two avens marked on the map, one of which was the
hole we were looking for.

After a climb into a depression the cave begins as a 20m shaft, followed by two smaller
pitches.  Next walking passage soon reaches a very large chamber, the floor covered in stal flow
and mud.  We spent some time tying to find the way on, eventually finding a short section of ladder

in a small drafting rift.  I climbed down this to a
further climb that had a rotting rope for a handline; I
wasn’t going down.  Having been underground for
several hours we returned to find our surface
support in the Landrover with mild hypothermia.
Sorry Rita.

Left,      Simon, Malc Foyle and Andy Kaye.

Tuesday 30th December    Grotte de Vitalis                                                                  
After allowing the new arrivals an extra hour in bed
and a shopping trip to Lodeve, Malc, Mike,
Jonathan, Laura and myself left for Grotte de

Vitalis (the popular Cheese Cave during 2002), whilst Rita and Kathy did their own thing.
The wind was howling as we got changed and it was a relief to get inside the warm cave.

Very easy caving saw us to the start of the pitches; I began to rig whilst the others visited the lake
chamber further on.  Their return provided me with additional rope at the bottom of the larger first
pitch and we all continued down together.  After four pitches the way on reduces to small
uninspiring crawl, it was here that enough was enough; Malc was already on his way out and Jon
had stopped at the top of the fourth.  I left Mike and Laura to de-rig, overtook Jon and chased out
of the cave after Malc.  The plan was for Malc and myself to collect the girls and take them to
‘Zibardies’, once the others had finished de-rigging they would meet us there.  However once I had
got back to the Landrover, Malc was gone!  My clothes were there, but they didn’t include a warm
coat.  I crouched down by the back wheel of Mike’s Landrover and shivered, a pack of hunting
dogs were approaching through the trees and I thought to myself ‘no reason to return to the cave
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the others will be out soon’.  Forty-five minutes later and feeling very guilty Malc returned to rescue
a blue lipped Nik Nak; the others exited twenty minutes later.
New Years Eve                                                                                     Petites Fleurs Bleues

After a telephone conversation following our last visit to the cave, Mike had brought over a
lump hammer and chisel.  If Malc was ‘a little broad’, we would have to make the entrance that little
bigger.  I went down first, followed by Mike who enlarged the entrance as he went; unfortunately
Malc was still too broad.  I took Mike as far as the bedding beyond the rope traverse where his
height proved to be his Achilles heel.  In the confined space he couldn’t rotate into position for the
next hole down, so we left to rejoin the others on the surface.  Jon and Laura, the most sensible of
the group, didn’t even bother putting on caving gear.  We haven’t given up yet and intend to
investigate the possibility of further engineering in the future.

That evening to bring in the New Year, Jonathan (Monsieur Le Chef) cooked an absolutely
splendid nine course meal, Malc and myself provided half a dozen bottles of quality red and Mike
provided the fireworks.  Our bellies bursting, our brains pickled, we forgot all about our earlier
failure.
New Years Day Mike, Laura and myself tried to find Aven du Fonctionnaire, a cave of
reasonable length and several pitches, however for the only time during this trip we were
unsuccessful.  We did find a newly open hole in the ground that does warrant future exploration.

Since this was Laura’s first trip to the Herault we took her to the Vis Gorge to see the
Follatiere, which was unfortunately sumped, the Gourneyras and the Gourneyrou.  We met the
others on the road to Vacquerie and somehow finished-up drinking beer in Zibardies.
Friday 2nd January                                                                                        Event du Rodel

For Malc and myself it was our last full day in the Herault.  The trip was ending on a high
note for me with my first proper cave dive.  The carry was short, although perhaps not as short as
Malc had lead Jon and myself to believe.

The sump was very easy to enter, spacious, shallow and gin clear.  There was minimal silt
to disturb so the viz remained perfect.  Malc, Jon and myself, were the second shift after Mike and
Laura.  We swam 150m to the first squeeze; my left hand and eyes fixed on the tight French line.
At the squeeze we watched Jon force his way into the tightest point feet first and then Malc gave
the signal to exit so I turned with him.  Unknown to us Jon was still pushing and we didn’t even
notice until the short delay between him and us surfacing.  The forty-minute dive personally gave
me a lot of confidence but also showed I have a long way to go.  Is it possible to act like a fish out
of water when you’re in water?  That evening we all enjoyed yet another masterpiece cooked by
our chef, with perhaps one of the richest French tarts I have ever eaten. It was a full two weeks of
very diverse caving in caving regions of very different styles.  I look forward to returning to the
Herault in Easter and Summer, and the Dordogne and Pyrenees at some time in the future.

Club News
Duplicate Journals for sale. We have a large stock of duplicate publications from other clubs
etc., which are available for sale or exchange (possibly even for free!).  For a complete list, send
Phil Hendy a blank floppy disc (with return SAE if by post) or send large SAE (for 3 sheets A4).
We also have a many back issues of the Wessex journal, some in complete sets (£1 each or £5 a
set).  Details on application.

Swildon’s Hole – One Hundred Years of Cave Exploration- the definitive book.
The Club is preparing a definitive book on Mendip’s most popular cave, covering exploration and
discovery from 1901 to the present, with sections giving a full description of the cave passages,
geology and hydrology.  It will be profusely illustrated with photographs, maps and diagrams.  It is
expected that the book will cost around £20, but members can subscribe in advance.  £20 will
ensure receipt of a discounted copy of the book, which will list all subscribers (maybe the only way
for some of use to get our names in a book about Swildon’s Hole!).  Publication will not be cheap,
and we would welcome loans (or donations) from members to speed the process.  Loans will be
repaid as soon as sales exceed publication costs.  Further details from Phil Hendy.

Committee Notes, meetings  8/2/04 and 28/3/04
Council Tax rebate. The treasurer has received a 50% rebate of £1300 for the years 2002/3 and
2003/4. The position is now much more hopeful and we may still be eligible for additional
reductions.
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Insurance payment. An initial payment of £1336 has been paid to BCA in respect of insurance.
This covers the £6 required from all members, both active cavers and non-active.
Thanks to Malc Foyle for getting some toner for the club photocopier.
Patio Heater for sale.  The club has won a brand new patio heater, complete with full propane
cylinder in a competition. It is valued at £200.  As we do not have a patio the committee have
decided to sell it. The best offer over £160 received by April 30th secures the Heater. Send your
bids please to Phil Hendy.
Member’s Handbook. Vern Freeman is updating this. New members will get a downloaded copy.
Existing members can request a copy.
Hut working weekends. Some useful work was done on 13/14 March. The boiler house is now
insulated and the pile of old logs has been rendered down to pot-bellied-stove size. A major
program to improve the gents’ toilets and finish the exterior is planed for the successive weekends
5/6th June and 12/13 June. Please try and help the regular team on at least one of these days.

70th Annual Dinner.
This will be held at the White Hart, Wells on 16th October. Derek Ford has agreed to be our guest
speaker. The committee hope to make this anniversary special. There will be an informal
slide/video evening on the Friday evening and a Sunday morning event, based at Upper Pitts.
You also have the prospect of an interesting morning’s entertainment at the AGM on the Saturday
morning. It would be nice to see more of you there this year. Although the committee do their best
to keep the Club running smoothly (and by and large they succeed) it would help if the workload
could be shared more. This is particularly true of the Journal. It will only continue in anything like its
traditional form if a new Editor and team of helpers can be formed.

We welcome the following new members, elected 8/2/04 and 28/3/04
Ann Vanderplank.     Holmwood Nurseries, Woodhill, Congresbury, Somerset, BS49 5AF       01934 833320
Kevin Peter Gurr.                          Sunnyside Farm,  Wimborne Road, Lychett Matravers, Poole, BH16 6HQ
                                                                                                   01202 624478       kevingurrphoenix@aol.com
Natasha Mitchell.             Downland  Veterinary Group, 2 Stirling Rd, Chichester, West Sussex, PO19  7 DT
                                                                                                                                                      07989 419975
Richard Martin.                39 Lockerley Cresent, Maybush, Southampton, SO6 4 ER                 0238 347774
                                                                                                                             richard martin@hartwell.co.uk
Nigel Jackson.                    22 Ruth St, Chatham, Kent, ME4 5NV.    07811 302202            ncj1@kent.ac.uk
Sarah Brocklebank.                     31 Westbank Vale, Evercreech, , Somerset,         BA4 6JN. 01749 831607
Mark Panting.                            31 Westbank Vale,  Evercreech,   Shepton Mallet,   Somerset       BA4 6JN

Chairmans Column  (See also insurance notes on back page.)
Sleeping Bag Moving Incident  Recently, due to various misunderstandings, sleeping bags
belonging to a guest group were moved to different bunks.  Considerable upset was caused in the
process.  As a result the Committee have amended the Hut Rules to adopt the informal practice
that was already operating.  Namely guest groups would be asked to use the bunks at the fire
escape end of the dorm, but if they were all taken then they would be free to use any available
bunk.  So there is no members-end, but there is a member’s-preference-end.

Double Rope Technique  The HSE is currently proposing to extend the Safe Working at Heights
Directive to caving and other adventurer activities.  In brief this would require the use of two ropes
on a pitch, completely undermining SRT.  Initially this would only affect commercial caving, but
there is a fear that it would be the thin end of the wedge.  The Adventure Activities lobby group,
which has been negotiating with the HSE for some time is now calling for letters to be sent to MP’s.
The Club will be sending one.  If you also wish to lobby your MP please contact the Chairman for a
pro-forma letter.

                                                                                                              Dave Cooke 29th March 2004

Reminder for the Jura trip.
 (24th July to 8th August.) Kevin Hilton must have your campsite booking forms as soon as possible.
They can be obtained at the hut or downloaded from the website. If you have problems, phone
Kevin on 01305 259274  or E-mail  kevandem@onetel.com
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Insurance

Our insurance policy requires that every member be appropriately insured.  In particular if you
are caving, you must have paid the higher rate insurance somewhere in the system, either to
the Wessex or another club.  The policy is potentially null and void for everyone even we have
a single member who is caving without insurance.  The Committee takes this matter very
seriously especially since our necks will be on the block first …

Every member should have returned the Insurance Form that was sent out with the last
Journal, even if you are not an active caver.  If you haven’t returned it please do so now.  The
deadline for paying the insurance has passed.  The Committee will treat members who have
not returned a form as un-insured for caving. Also from now on you will not be able to
participate in Club trips unless you can demonstrate insurance either by being on the
Membership Secretaries list or by producing your BCA insurance card.  The BCA will be
issuing these cards soon. The Committee is sorry that it has to take such a firm line on this,
but the terms of our insurance give us no choice.

Grandad reaches another milestone

A lot of old and not so old faces were at
Upper Pitts 21st February to help Jim and
Mary Rands celebrate Jim’s 65th birthday.
“Tall Graham” Prole was over from Ireland
and several of Jim’s grandchildren were
present. He is seen here cutting a cake,
which was suitably decorated with biker
pictures. Although we are all slowing up a
bit, festivities continued into the small
hours. (After a nap for some!)

Forthcoming Events.
Committee Meetings (Next 2 have been changed): -                            16th May, 18th July and 5th Sept.
Penderyn Weekend, 30th April to 3rd May.                                     Yorkshire Meet at NPC 25/27th June.
MRO GB Workshop             (Pitch hauling, Casualty Assessment etc)                              Sat 15th May.
Joint WCC DSS  Derbyshire Meet , staying at the Orpheus                                                16th/18th July.
 Double-Wamy Hut Working Weekends,                                                       5/6th June and 12/13th June.
Club Trip to the Jura, 24th June to 8th August.                           Herault Diving Trip, 7th to 22nd August.

Yorkshire Meets
22nd May , Lancaster Hole/Link Pot.     23rd May , Pool Sink.     26th June, Birks Fell          27th June. Mongo Gill.
3rd July, Dihedral Shaft/Disappointment Pot.                          4 th July, Stream Passage Pot/ Flood Entrance Pot.
11th Sept and 12th September, Gaping Gill System.    16th Oct, Top Sink/ Lancaster Hole.      17th Oct, Cow Pot.
13th Nov, Boxhead/Lost Johns. 14th Nov, Notts Pot. 11th Dec, Rumbling Hole 12th Dec, Big Meanie/Deaths Head.
Hidden Earth at Kendal 1 st  to 3 rd October.                                                 Wessex AGM and Dinner 16th October.
MRO Practice from Eastwater.       Run by Club Team  Leaders,           Meet at MRO store, 9-30am Sat 23rd Oct.


